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Fujo Uptown Bistro 

"Asian Delicacies"

Take a break from your local food and indulge in delectable Asian meals

at the Fujo Uptown Bistro. Predominantly serving Chinese and Japanese

meals, the restaurant welcomes patrons in a friendly and warm ambiance.

The menu is quite varied and serves a variety of appetizers, soups, salads,

entrees and mains. Loyal patrons swear by their Seafood Pan Fried

Noodle, Traditional Fried Rice, Wonton Soup, and Sa Cha Style Pork. You

cannot miss out on their toothsome sushi rolls either. They also offer

catering services.

 +1 704 954 0087  www.fujobistronc.com  301 South College Street, Suite 100,

Charlotte NC

Nikko Japanese Restaurant and

Sushi Bar 

"Sushi & Traditional Japanese"

Japanese tradition meets American cool in Nikko, where the decor and

atmosphere will leave you comfortable, relaxed and ready to enjoy your

repast. The sushi is masterfully created, and unlike some places, you'll get

enough to fill you up. Other traditional dinners you can order include

Sukiyaki, which is thin slices of steak with vegetables cooked in a pot, and

Ton Katsu, a crusted pork loin on baby greens. The restaurant can be

crowded on the weekends, and it's not really dim enough to be romantic,

but the food makes it well worth your while to visit.

 +1 704 370 0100  www.nikkosushibar.net/  1300 South Boulevard, Charlotte NC
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Pisces Sushi Bar & Lounge 

"Scrumptious Sushi"

This trendy sushi bar is a favorite among Charlotte locals. Tucked in the

Dilworth neighborhood, Pisces Sushi Bar & Lounge features the usual

nigiri and sashimi, but the star of the menu is their wide selection of

specialty rolls. Their "Panthers Roll" serves up a hefty portion of spicy tuna

and avocado, while the "First Love Roll" features crab, fresh mango,

shrimp and avocado. Not to be outdone, the drinks menu is just as

impressive with offerings like a blueberry soju sake martini.

 +1 704 334 0009  charlotte.piscessushi.com/  Piscessushi@gmail.com  1100 Metropolitan Avenue,

Charlotte NC

Zen Fusion 

"Spanish and Asian Fusion"

Zen Fusion is one of the most popular fusion restaurants in town. Mixing

together Asian culinary methods from Vietnam, China and Japan, the

restaurants adds in a number of Spanish tapas, giving the place a globally

inspired menu. Crispy Spring Rolls and Shrimp Tempura grace the menu

alongside Spicy Tuna Nachos and Gambas Picantes. A variety of sushi and
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sashimi platters are also available. Live music gigs on Wednesday

evenings and happy hour specials keep people coming back for more.

 +1 704 358 9688  www.zenasianfusion.com  Zenfusion88@Hotmail.com  1716 Kenilworth Avenue,

Charlotte NC
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Cowfish Sushi Burger Bar 

"One of a Kind"

What happens when you mix sushi and burgers? Cowfish Sushi Burger

Bar serves this interesting combination of Japanese and American

cuisines to its adventurous patrons. A good place to experiment with food,

it allows diners to mix and match dishes calling it the 'Burgushi'. Try a

Deliverance Roll which contains pork wrapped in seaweed and covered

with barbecue sauce or sample a Bento Box with a burger-sushi

combination. An open mind is all you need as you experience two diverse

cultures come together in a memorable gustatory experience.

 +1 704 365 1922  thecowfish.com/  info@thecowfish.com  4310 Sharon Road,

SouthPark Mall, Charlotte NC
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Upstream 

"Top-of-the-Line Seafood"

Dine at Upstream and enjoy delicious, fresh seafood. The dishes are

prepared using international recipes that include preparations of sushi,

Alaskan Salmon, Pad Thai and South American sea bass all in one menu.

However, the Japanese creations take precedence with nigiri, temaki and

other sushi varieties overflowing on the meny. The place may get crowded

so be sure to book in advance.

 +1 704 556 7730  www.upstreamseafood.co

m

 UpstreamMgmt@Harpers-

Rest.com

 6902 Phillips Place Court,

Charlotte NC
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